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One key aspect of quantum metrology, measurement incompatibility, is evident only through the simultane-
ous estimation of multiple parameters. The symmetric logarithmic derivative Cramér-Rao bound (SLDCRB),
gives the attainable precision, if the optimal measurements for estimating each individual parameter commute
with one another. As such, when the optimal measurements do not commute, the SLDCRB is not necessarily at-
tainable. In this regard, the Holevo Cramér-Rao bound (HCRB) plays a fundamental role, providing the ultimate
attainable precisions when one allows simultaneous measurements on infinitely many copies of a quantum state.
For practical purposes, the Nagaoka Cramér-Rao bound (NCRB) is more relevant, applying when restricted to
measuring quantum states individually. The interplay between these three bounds dictates how rapidly the ulti-
mate metrological precisions can be approached through collective measurements on finite copies of the probe
state. In this work we investigate this interplay. We first consider two parameter estimation and show that the
solution to the HCRB is uniquely defined under an appropriate equivalence relation for Hermitian operators.
Using this result, we prove that if the HCRB cannot be saturated with a single copy of the probe state, then it
cannot be saturated for any finite number of copies of the probe state. As an application of this result, we show
that it is impossible to saturate the HCRB for several physically motivated problems, including the simultaneous
estimation of phase and phase diffusion. For estimating any number of parameters, we provide necessary and
sufficient conditions for the attainability of the SLDCRB with separable measurements. We further prove that
if the SLDCRB cannot be reached with a single copy of the probe state, it cannot be reached with collective
measurements on any finite number of copies of the probe state. These results together provide necessary and
sufficient conditions for the attainability of the SLDCRB for any finite number of copies of the probe state.
This solves a significant generalisation of one of the five problems recently highlighted by [P.Horodecki et al,
Phys. Rev. X Quantum 3, 010101 (2022)].

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum metrology is one of the most promising quan-
tum technologies, outperforming classical resources in real
world applications [1, 2]. Much of the excitement surround-
ing quantum metrology stems from the fact that quantum re-
sources can offer improved scaling of the measurement error,
with respect to the number of probe states [3–14] or an en-
ergy constraint [15–18], over classical resources. However,
most experimental demonstrations focus on single parame-
ter estimation, whereas the more fundamental quantum nature
of metrology is only revealed through multiparameter estima-
tion. The uncertainty principle [19–21], one of the key tenets
of quantum mechanics, is only witnessed when multiple non
commuting observables are measured simultaneously. Fur-
thermore, multiparameter estimation is well motivated physi-
cally [22–29] and so, unsurprisingly, has become a prominent
research area. For recent reviews on multiparameter estima-
tion see Refs. [30–33].

To determine limits on how well multiple parameters can
be estimated, it is common to turn to variations of quan-
tum Cramér-Rao bounds [34–42]. In order for a Cramér-Rao
bound to be practically useful, it is necessary to know the mea-
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surement which saturates this bound. The symmetric logarith-
mic derivative Cramér-Rao bound, CS, (SLDCRB) [34, 35]
(note that this is often referred to as the quantum Cramér-
Rao bound or Helstrom bound) is of particular importance,
as for single parameter estimation there always exists an op-
timal measurement saturating this bound [43]. For estimating
multiple parameters however, if the optimal measurements do
not commute, they cannot be performed simultaneously. In
this case the SLDCRB may not be attainable. Another bound
of particular importance, is the Holevo Cramér-Rao bound,
CH, (HCRB) [38, 39]. The reason for this is that the HCRB
is the tightest known bound which can be asymptotically ap-
proached through collective measurements on infinitely many
copies of the quantum state [44–46]. In a few specific
cases, measurements saturating the SLDCRB [35, 47, 48] and
HCRB [39, 49–51] are known. However, general conditions
for when the SLDCRB or HCRB can be attained by a mea-
surement on a finite number of copies of the quantum state
remain unknown.

The attainability of the HCRB and SLDCRB are questions
of both practical and fundamental significance. From a practi-
cal viewpoint, implementing collective measurements on even
a finite number of copies of the probe state is difficult [52–57].
Hence, knowledge of the necessary and sufficient conditions
to saturate the HCRB or SLDCRB with collective measure-
ments on a finite number of copies will be very beneficial.
From a theoretical viewpoint, the attainability of the SLDCRB
is intrinsically related to measurement incompatibility [58]
and the uncertainty principle [19–21, 59–62]. The necessary
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FIG. 1. Attainability of the symmetric logarithmic derivative Cramér-Rao bound (SLDCRB), CS, in quantum multiparameter metrol-
ogy. a) For estimating n parameters (θ1 . . . θn) with separable measurements on a single copy of the quantum probe state S, the single-copy
most informative bound, CMI, applies. In this scenario, the necessary and sufficient conditions for the attainability of CS are shown in terms of
the operators L̃i. The relationship between L̃i and the corresponding SLD operators Li is provided in the main text (theorem 13). b), c) When
performing collective measurements on any finite number of copies, M , of S, the M -copy most informative bound, CMI(M), applies. In this
case we prove that the necessary and sufficient conditions for the attainability of the M -copy SLDCRB Cs(M) are the same as those in the
single-copy case. This is done through the gap persistence theorem. A similar result applies for the Holevo Cramér-Rao bound, CH. d) Shown
are the necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of the SLD operators Li for saturating CS when allowing for collective measurements on
infinitely many copies of the probe state.

and sufficient conditions for saturating the SLDCRB in the
infinite-copy limit are known [63]. In spite of some recent
progress [64–69], when the SLDCRB can be saturated with
measurements on a finite number of copies of the probe state
remains an open problem [70].

In this work we introduce the gap persistence theorem to
solve these problems. Put simply, a gap persistence theorem
between two bounds states that the two bounds can be equal
for any finite number of copies of the probe state, if and only
if they are equal for a single-copy of the probe state. Hence,
if the gap persistence theorem can be shown to hold for either
the HCRB or SLDCRB and an appropriate separable measure-
ment bound, the question of finite-copy attainability reduces
to that of single-copy attainability. Perhaps more importantly,
the gap persistence theorem also implies that if the HCRB or
SLDCRB cannot be attained with separable measurements on
a single-copy of the probe state, then these two bounds can
never be saturated by any measurement on finite copies of the
probe state, i.e. the gap persists.

The gap persistence theorem leads us to the following four
main results. 1) We show that the gap persistence theorem
holds for the HCRB and the Nagaoka Cramér-Rao bound,
CN, (NCRB), a bound on separable measurement precisions.
We also show that the gap persistence theorem holds for the
HCRB and the most informative bound, CMI, corresponding
to the best possible separable measurement. Therefore, if
the HCRB cannot be reached in the single-copy setting, the
HCRB, often referred to as the ultimate attainable limit in
quantum metrology, can never be reached for any finite copy
setting. 2) We prove that in the limit of infinitely many copies
of the probe state the NCRB converges to the HCRB. 3) We

prove that the gap persistence theorem applies for the SLD-
CRB and the most informative bound. 4) We provide neces-
sary and sufficient conditions for saturating the SLDCRB with
collective measurements on any finite number of copies of the
probe state. This provides a complete solution to a signifi-
cant generalisation of one of open five problems in quantum
information [70]. These conditions are summarised in Fig. 1.

The layout of this paper is as follows. We first introduce the
notation and all preliminaries necessary in Sec. II. We also in-
troduce the gap persistence theorem and present some basic
results in this section. In Sec. III, we consider two-parameter
estimation and show that the gap persistence theorem holds
for the HCRB and the NCRB and also for the HCRB and
the most informative bound. We prove that in the infinite-
copy limit the NCRB asymptotes to the HCRB. In Sec. IV
we consider multiparameter estimation, where we prove that
the gap persistence theorem holds for the SLDCRB and the
most informative bound. This allows us to provide necessary
and sufficient conditions for the attainability of the SLDCRB
with collective measurements on any finite number of copies
of the probe state. In Sec. V we present several examples that
illustrate the importance of our results. We then discuss sev-
eral important open questions in Sec. VI, before concluding in
Sec. VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

We consider a density matrix Sθ in a d dimensional
Hilbert space H, which is a function of n parameters
Sθ(θ1, θ2, . . . , θn). As we are concerned with local estima-
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tion we shall drop the dependence on θ going froward. The
parameters could be any physical quantity we wish to learn
about, e.g. Gaussian displacements or qubit rotations. Be-
fore proceeding to any technical detail, we clarify some of the
terminology we will use throughout this article. Firstly, we
consider both separable and collective measurements. In our
terminology a separable measurement refers to measuring the
probe state S individually, shown in Fig. 1 a). Note that this
still allows the use of an ancilla state. An M -copy collective
measurement refers to measuring M copies of S, S⊗M , with
a possibly entangling measurement, shown in Fig. 1 b)-d). An
M -copy collective measurement uses M times more probe
states than a separable measurement and so a direct compar-
ison of the two is not fair. However, this is easily remedied
by considering rescaled variances, corresponding to the vari-
ance per copy of S. Secondly, throughout this manuscript we
shall often refer to certain Cramér-Rao bounds as attainable.
By this we mean that there exists a physical positive opera-
tor valued measure (POVM) which gives the same variance
as the bound in question. Hence, although the HCRB can be
asymptotically approached through collective measurements
on infinitely many copies of the quantum state [44–46], we
will, where appropriate, refer to it as unattainable. This is
because, as the gap persistence theorem shows, if the HCRB
cannot be saturated in the single-copy setting, there does not
exist a POVM which reaches the HCRB with any finite num-
ber of copies of the probe state.

We define the Holevo function for two parameters as [71]

FH(X) := tr
{
S(X2 + Y 2)

}
+ |tr{A(X)}| , (1)

where we introduce the notation A(X) := i
√
S[X,Y ]

√
S.

More generally, the Holevo function can incorporate a pos-
itive definite square weight matrix W , however for now we
shall set this to be the identity matrix. The extension of our
results to include a weight matrix will be discussed later in the
manuscript. The HCRB for two parameter estimation is given
by

CH = min
X

FH(X) , (2)

where the optimisation is over X = (X,Y ), where X and Y
are Hermitian matrices satisfying the locally unbiased condi-
tions:

tr{SX} = 0, tr{SxX} = 1 and tr{SyX} = 0

tr{SY } = 0, tr{SxY } = 0 and tr{SyY } = 1 ,
(3)

where Sx = ∂S/∂θ1 and Sy = ∂S/∂θ2. We note that the
minimum of Eq. (2) always exists for finite dimensional sys-
tems [65]. The set of matrices which optimise the HCRB are

XH = arg minFH(X) . (4)

The numerical tractability of this minimisation problem has
been investigated recently [71, 72].

Next we define the Nagaoka function for two parameters
as [40, 41]

FN(X) := tr
{
S(X2 + Y 2)

}
+ trAbs{A(X)} , (5)

where trAbs{A} is the sum of the absolute values of the eigen-
values of A. The NCRB for two parameter estimation is

CN = min
X

FN(X) , (6)

where the optimisation is over X = (X,Y ) satisfying the
same unbiased conditions as for the HCRB, Eq. (3). As the
absolute value in the second term of the Nagaoka function
is inside the summation, FH(X) ≤ FN(X) for all X with
equality if and only if all non-zero eigenvalues of A(X) are
either all positive or all negative. Similarly to the HCRB, we
shall define the matrices which optimise the NCRB as

XN = arg minFN(X) . (7)

Finally, we define the symmetric logarithmic derivative
(SLD) function for estimating n parameters as

FS(X) =

n∑
i=1

tr{SXiXi} . (8)

The SLDCRB can then be expressed as [40]

CS = min
X

FS(X) , (9)

where the minimisation is over X = (X1, X2 . . . Xn), where
the Xi are Hermitian matrices satisfying the unbiased con-
ditions, tr{SXi} = 0 and tr{SiXj} = δi,j , where Si =
∂S/∂θi. The matrices which optimise the SLDCRB are

XS = arg minFS(X) . (10)

XS is a vector of matrices XS,i, which are commonly denoted
Li. The SLD operators, Li, satisfy Si = (SLi + LiS)/2 and
the two matrices are related through Li :=

∑
j(JS

−1)jiLj
where JS is the SLD Fisher information matrix, JS,ij =
tr{S(LiLj + LjLi)/2}. Note that we assume all the partial
derivatives Si are linearly independent so JS is invertible. For
consistency with the HCRB and NCRB, we shall primarily
use the notation XS,i instead of Li.

Throughout this manuscript we will mainly evaluate the
two parameter HCRB and NCRB for M copies of the quan-
tum state, S⊗M , denoted as CH(M) and CN(M) respectively.
When the argument M is dropped we refer to the single-copy
bound. The corresponding optimal matrices shall be denoted
XH,M = (XH,M , YH,M ) and XN,M = (XN,M , YN,M ). Sim-
ilarly, for estimating any number of parameters, the M -copy
SLDCRB shall be denoted CS(M), and the corresponding op-
timal matrices are XS,M = (XS,i,M ). We denote the most
informative bound as CMI, which is the minimum variance at-
tainable with separable measurements. When considering M
copies of S, CMI(M) denotes the most informative bound opti-
mised over all possible collective measurements on M copies
of S. This gives rise to the following ordering

CS ≤ CH ≤ CN ≤ CMI . (11)

The NCRB, Eq. (6), only applies for estimating two parame-
ters. For estimating more than two parameters, we shall use
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the Nagaoka–Hayashi Cramér-Rao bound (NHCRB) [42], de-
noted CNH, as a bound on separable measurement precision, so
that

CS ≤ CH ≤ CNH ≤ CMI . (12)

We note that these inequalities hold in the M -copy setting.

A. Gap Persistence Property

We next introduce the concept of gap persistence between
two bounds. For two bounds C1 and C2 satisfying C1 ≥ C2,
we define the difference between them as

∆1−2(M) := C1(M)− C2(M) . (13)

For M = 1, we shall simply denote this quantity as ∆1−2.
We first define weak gap persistence

Definition (Weak gap persistence). If ∆1−2 6= 0, then
∆1−2(M) 6= 0 for all finite M .

This means that if there is a gap between the two bounds for
a single copy of the probe state, the two bounds will never
become equal by performing collective measurements on M
copies of the state. However, weak gap persistence does not
require ∆1−2 = 0⇔ ∆1−2(M) = 0. A stronger version is

Definition (Strong gap persistence). If ∆1−2 = 0, then
∆1−2(M) = 0 for all finite M and if ∆1−2 6= 0, then
∆1−2(M) 6= 0 for all finite M .

Hence, strong gap persistence includes the weak version. As
a simple example, it is clear that strong gap persistence holds
between the HCRB and SLDCRB, due to the additivity of the
two bounds. When gap persistence can be shown to hold be-
tween two bounds, we shall refer to this as a gap persistence
theorem. Hence, there exists a strong gap persistence theorem
between the HCRB and SLDCRB. Gap persistence theorems
can be extended to include weight matrices, as the Cramér-
Rao bounds in general include weight matrices. In what fol-
lows, we shall mainly discuss the case of the identity weight
matrix.

B. Basic Results

We now present some basic results which will aid the proof
of the main results. We first exclude the locally quasi-classical
model, where A(XS) = i

√
S[XS, YS]

√
S = 0 (see remarks

after theorem 13). We shall address this situation when dis-
cussing multiparameter estimation in section IV.

The first basic result concerns estimation with M copies of
the quantum state, S⊗M . If X = (X1, Y1) satisfy the locally
unbiased conditions, then we can construct locally unbiased
estimator operators in the M -copy setting XM = (XM , YM ).

The required estimator operators are

XM =

M∑
k=1

1

M
X(k) ,

YM =

M∑
k=1

1

M
Y (k) ,

(14)

whereX(k) = I⊗I⊗. . .⊗X1⊗. . .⊗I, whereX1 is in the kth
position and I is the identity matrix. This gives FH(XM ) =
FH(X)/M , verified by direct computation in Appendix A 1.
The following lemma proves the additivity of the HCRB.

Lemma 1 (Lemma 4 in Ref. [73]). CH(M) = CH/M and the
optimiser for CH(M) is XH,M =

∑M
k=1

1
MX

(k)
H .

This lemma does not necessarily apply to the NCRB. In gen-
eral, CN(M) ≤ CN/M (see Appendix A 2). By direct calcula-
tion, we can show that the SLDCRB is also additive. Hence,
we get the following lemma

Lemma 2. CS(M) = CS/M and the optimiser for CS(M) is
XS,M =

∑M
k=1

1
MX

(k)
S .

Our next basic result concerns additive bounds.

Proposition 3. For an additive bound C, CMI = C implies
CMI(M) = C(M) = C/M .

Proof (Proposition 3). By definition, the most informative
bound implies subadditivity CMI(M) ≤ CMI/M . The as-
sumption of additivity of C implies CMI(M) ≤ CMI/M =
C/M = C(M). However, CMI(M) ≥ C(M) must hold, hence
CMI(M) = C(M).

Note that this proposition also holds between the NCRB (or
NHCRB) and the HCRB or SLDCRB, due to the subadditivity
of the NCRB (NHCRB).

For our next basic result we decompose A(X) as
A(X) = A+(X)−A−(X), where A±(X) ≥ 0. As men-
tioned in the preliminaries, FH(X) ≤ FN(X) for all X. With
this decomposition of A(X), we can now give the neces-
sary and sufficient condition for equality between FH(X) and
FN(X).

Lemma 4. FH(X) = FN(X) iff tr{A+(X)} = 0 or
tr{A−(X)} = 0. Furthermore, for S > 0, this is equivalent
to i[X,Y ] ≥ 0 or i[X,Y ] ≤ 0.

In Appendix A 3 we introduce an equivalence relation for
linear operators, which allows us to define a quotient space
L∼S (H) of L(H), the set of all matrices. We then arrive at
the following proposition, proven in Appendix A 3.

Proposition 5. Within the quotient space L∼S (H) the HCRB
is strictly convex and has a unique solution.

The following lemma also follows from Appendix A 3.

Lemma 6. Within the quotient space L∼S (H) the SLDCRB
is strictly convex and has a unique solution.

Our penultimate basic result involves the following lemma
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Lemma 7. If CH = CN, then XH = XN up to the equivalence
relation, Eq. (A5).

Proof (Lemma 7). CH = CN leads to FH(XN) ≥ FH(XH) =
FN(XN) ≥ FH(XN). The first inequality follows from
the definition of XH, the equality follows from CH = CN
and the last inequality holds as the Nagaoka function can-
not be smaller than the Holevo function. Hence, FH(XH) =
FH(XN). Proposition 5 then shows that XH = XN up to the
equivalence relation.

By this lemma, we know that CH = CN implies FH(XH) =
FN(XH). Taking the contraposition of this gives the following
corollary

Corollary 8. If FH(XH) 6= FN(XH), then CN > CH, i.e. there
is a gap between the NCRB and the HCRB.

III. TWO PARAMETER ESTIMATION

We now move on to proving our first main result, relating to
the attainability of the HCRB. We first consider full rank den-
sity matrices, where the result is almost trivial, before moving
onto the more interesting case of rank deficient density matri-
ces.

A. Full rank density matrix

For full rank density matrices, S > 0, we have the follow-
ing proposition

Proposition 9. For S > 0 in any finite dimensional
system, if the optimisers for the HCRB do not commute,
[XH , YH ] 6= 0, a finite gap exists between the NCRB and
HCRB, i.e. CN(M) > CH(M) for all finite M .

Proof (Proposition 9). CN(M) = FN(XN,M ) >
FH(XN,M ) ≥ FH(XH,M ) = CH(M). The strict inequal-
ity is due to lemma 4 and the fact that a Hermitian operator
i[X,Y ] cannot have a definite sign for any finite dimension
unless [X,Y ] = 0.

We note that proposition 9 does not hold for infinite di-
mensional systems. This is because i[X,Y ] can have a def-
inite sign in infinite dimensional systems. For example,
when X and Y are canonical conjugate operators, we have
i[X,Y ] ∝ I. Hence, when estimating Gaussian displace-
ments, it is known that the HCRB can be attained by a sep-
arable measurement [39, 50, 51].

B. Rank deficient density matrix

We now generalise the above result to the case when S is
not necessarily full rank.

Theorem 10. A strong gap persistence theorem holds
between the NCRB and HCRB. If ∆N−H = 0, then
∆N−H(M) = 0 for all finite M and if ∆N−H 6= 0, then
∆N−H(M) 6= 0 for all finite M .

Proof (Theorem 10). For M = 1, CN > CH implies
tr{A+(XH)} 6= 0 and tr{A−(XH)} 6= 0. Otherwise we
would have FH(XH) = FN(XH) and CH = CN. For M = 2,
the two-copy estimator operator XH,2 is given by Eq. (14). By
direct calculation we have

A(XH,2) =
1

4
(A(XH)⊗ S + S ⊗A(XH)) . (15)

UsingA(XH) = A+(XH)−A−(XH), we can get the positive
and negative decomposition of A(XH,2)

A(XH,2) =
1

4
(A+(XH)⊗ S + S ⊗A+(XH))

− 1

4
((A−(XH)⊗ S + S ⊗A−(XH)) .

(16)

S ≥ 0 and tr{A+(XH)} 6= 0 implies
tr{A+(XH)⊗ S + S ⊗A+(XH)} 6= 0. Sim-
ilarly S ≥ 0 and tr{A−(XH)} 6= 0 implies
tr{A−(XH)⊗ S + S ⊗A−(XH)} 6= 0. Therefore
FN(XH,2) > FH(XH,2) by lemma 4. Corollary 8 then
implies CN(2) > CH(2). This proves that a weak gap persis-
tence theorem holds. The strong gap persistence theorem then
follows from proposition 3 and the additivity of the HCRB,
lemma 1. This proof can be repeated to validate the theorem
for all M by using the M -copy estimator operator XH,M and
showing A(XH,M ) has both positive and negative parts. We
do this explicitly in Appendix B 1.

Theorem 10 does not immediately imply that if the HCRB
cannot be saturated in the single-copy setting, it cannot be sat-
urated with measurements on any finite number of copies of
the probe state. This is because we have not yet proven a
strong gap persistence theorem between the HCRB and the
most informative bound, CMI. This is important as it is not
known whether or not the NCRB is a tight bound. Proposi-
tion 3 shows that the converse part of the strong gap persis-
tence theorem holds between the most informative bound and
the HCRB. Hence, the strong gap persistence theorem holds
if the weak gap persistence theorem holds. In order to prove
this we prove the contraposition of the weak gap persistence
theorem.

Theorem 11. A strong gap persistence theorem holds
between the most informative bound and the HCRB. If
∆MI−H = 0, then ∆MI−H(M) = 0 for all finite M and if
∆MI−H 6= 0, then ∆MI−H(M) 6= 0 for all finite M .

The full proof of this theorem is included in Appendix B 2.
The proof relies on showing that CMI(M) = CH(M) implies
that there exists a projective measurement on some extended
space of the form S̃ ⊗ S̃, where S̃ = S ⊗ S0, which saturates
CMI(M). This in turn implies CMI = CH.

Finally, it is worth noting that these results hold, even for
non-identity weight matrices. The Holevo and Nagaoka func-
tions, as defined in Eqs. (1) and (5) respectively, do not in-
clude a positive definite weight matrix W . However, a pos-
itive definite weight matrix can be easily accounted for by a
reparameterisation of the model [74]. All of our results then
hold for the reparameterised model with the identity matrix as
the weight matrix.
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C. Infinitely many copies of the probe state

Although we have proven CN(M) > CH(M) for any finite
M , provided CN > CH, we expect lim

M→∞
MCN(M) = CH.

This statement is contained in the following theorem.

Theorem 12. For estimating two parameters with any density
matrix S, we have lim

M→∞
MCN(M) = CH.

We provide a sketch of the proof here and the complete
proof is presented in Appendix B 3. Using a lemma from
Ref. [75], we can show the equivalence between MFN(XM )
and FH(X) in the limit M →∞. This allows us to show that
lim
M→∞

MCN(M) ≤ CH, but as MCN(M) ≥ MCH(M) = CH,

theorem 12 is proven.

IV. MULTIPARAMETER ESTIMATION

We now turn to estimating more than two parameters. In
this scenario, as the NCRB no longer applies, we shall use the
NHCRB, CNH, to bound the precision attainable with separa-
ble measurements [42]. We first examine the attainability of
the SLDCRB in the single-copy setting, which has recently
been recognised as one of five open problems in quantum in-
formation theory [70]. Partial solutions to this problem have
been given by Pezze et al. [66], Yang et al. [67] and Chen
et al. [68, 69] in the view of quantum metrology. We note that
necessary and sufficient conditions for the full rank case were
stated by Amari and Nagaoka, see section 7.4 of Ref. [64].
The result presented in Ref. [64] has been known in the com-
munity of quantum information geometry for some time. Fur-
thermore, Suzuki, Yang and Hayashi (see Appendix B1 of
Ref. [65]) gave the necessary and sufficient condition for the
more general rank-deficient case. In this sense, the open prob-
lem seems to be solved as far as the single-copy setting is con-
cerned. However, this open problem may be extended beyond
the single-copy scenario to any finite-copy setting. Using the
gap persistence theorem, we provide the necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for the attainability of the SLDCRB with
collective measurements on any finite number of copies of the
probe state. To do this, we first present a simple and alter-
native proof for the necessary and sufficient conditions in the
single-copy setting.

Before presenting our results we define the following quan-
tities. We first define a MSE matrix to quantify how well a
given POVM, {Πk}, and estimator, θ̂i(k), perform.

Vij =
∑
k

(θ̂i(k)− θi)(θ̂j(k)− θj)tr{SΠk} . (17)

The POVM must satisfy Πk ≥ 0 and
∑
k Πk = I. Together,

the POVM and estimator function must be such that the esti-
mates are locally unbiased. The SLDCRB bound is attainable
if there exists a POVM and estimator function such that the
MSE matrix is equal to the inverse of the SLD Fisher infor-
mation matrix.

We next define the NHCRB [42]:

CNH[W ] := min
L,X
{Tr{WSL} |L ≥ XXᵀ,

Lij = Lji: Hermitian,
Xi : l.u. and Hermitian},

(18)

where S = I ⊗ S and W = W ⊗ I is a weight matrix on
the extended space,HCl⊗H, whereHCl is an n-dimensional
real Hilbert space. Tr{} denotes trace over both classical and
quantum systems and l.u. denotes that the X matrices are sub-
ject to the locally unbiased conditions. Let (L∗,X∗) be an
optimiser for the NHCRB. Note that when CMI = CNH, we
have

L∗,ij =
∑
k

(θ̂i(k)− θi)(θ̂j(k)− θj)Πk , (19)

and

X∗,i =
∑
k

(θ̂i(k)− θi)Πk . (20)

This follows directly from Ref. [42].
This leads us to define the Nagaoka–Hayashi function for a

fixed X as

FNH[X |W ] := min
L
{Tr{WSL} |L ≥ XXᵀ,

Lij = Lji: Hermitian}
(21)

= Tr{WSL∗} . (22)

Note that L∗ depends on X in general. The NHCRB is then
expressed as

CNH[W ] = min
X
{FNH[X|W ] |Xi : l.u. and Hermitian} .

(23)
As we show in Appendix C 1, the Nagaoka–Hayashi func-

tion can be split into two parts as

FNH[X|W ] = tr{W ReZ[X]}+ANH
− [X|W ], (24)

where Z[X] is the matrix whose elements are defined by

Zij [X] := tr{SXjXi}. (25)

The second term of the Nagaoka–Hayashi function
ANH
− [X|W ] is given by

ANH
− [X|W ] = min

V
{Tr{V} |V ≥ 0,

a(V) + (WS)1/2a(XXᵀ)(WS)1/2 = 0} ,
(26)

where a(X) represents the antisymmetrized matrix with re-
spect to the first Hilbert space. Explicitly, for X = [Xij ] with
Xij ∈ L(H), a(X) = 1

2 [Xij − Xji]. When the weight matrix
is set to the identity, we simply denote the above quantities
without W . For example, the Nagaoka–Hayashi function is
FNH[X].

The following theorem then provides the necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for saturating the SLDCRB in the single-
copy setting.
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Theorem 13. For any n-parameter model S, which is not nec-
essarily full rank, the following conditions are equivalent.

i) There exists a POVM and a locally unbiased estimator
whose MSE matrix is equal to the inverse of the SLD
Fisher information matrix.

ii) CMI[W ] = CNH[W ] = CS[W ], ∀W > 0.

iii) CMI[I] = CNH[I] = CS[I].

iv) There exists a Hilbert spaceH0, a state on it, S0, and a
unitary on H ⊗H0 such that the SLD operators L̃i for
the extended model U(S ⊗ S0)U† commute with each
other, i.e., [L̃i , L̃j ] = 0, ∀i, j.

Note that in condition ii), we have introduced an explicit
dependence on a positive weight matrix. When condition iv)
is satisfied, we shall call the model locally quasi-classical.

We provide a sketch of the proof here and the complete
proof is given in Appendix C 2. We will prove the theorem
through the chain: i)⇒ ii)⇒ iii)⇒ iv)⇒ i). The statements
i) ⇒ ii) and ii) ⇒ iii) hold straightforwardly by definition.
Thus, we need to prove iii)⇒ iv) and iv)⇒ i). By equating
CNH[I] and CS[I], we show that iii) implies

trAbs{S[Li , Lj ]} = 0, ∀i, j . (27)

When S is full rank, this immediately proves [Li , Lj ] =
0, ∀i, j. Thus, we do not need to consider any extension of
the Hilbert space. When S is not full rank, iii) implies that
the optimisers for the Nagaoka–Hayashi bound can be written
as XNH,i =

∑
k(θ̂i(k) − θi)Πk, where Π = {Πk} and θ̂ are

an optimal POVM and estimator saturating CMI[I]. This im-
plies that the SLD operators Li can be written in terms of the
POVM elements Πk. The Naimark extension then immedi-
ately implies iv) [76]. To show iv)⇒ i), we use the fact that
the SLD operators L̃i for the extended model can be simul-
taneously diagonalised to find an optimal measurement and
estimator function. We then compute the MSE matrix for this
measurement and show that it is equal to the inverse of the
SLD Fisher information.

The following corollary follows from theorem 13

Corollary 14. For any n-parameter model S, which is not
necessarily full rank, CNH[W ] = CS[W ] if and only if
trAbs{S[Li , Lj ]} = 0, ∀i, j.

Although the problem presented in Ref. [70] was only con-
cerned with the attainability of the SLDCRB when measuring
single copies of the quantum state, more generally one will
be interested in simultaneously measuring a finite number of
copies of the quantum state. To that end, we provide the fol-
lowing theorems

Theorem 15. A strong gap persistence theorem holds be-
tween the SLDCRB and NHCRB. If ∆NH−S = 0, then
∆NH−S(M) = 0 for all finite M and if ∆NH−S 6= 0, then
∆NH−S(M) 6= 0 for all finite M .

Proof (Theorem 15). From corollary 14, CNH > CS implies
trAbs{S[XS,i , XS,j ]} 6= 0 for at least one i, j. It is then eas-
ily verified that trAbs{S[XS,i,2 , XS,j,2]} 6= 0, where XS,i,2
denotes the two-copy SLD optimiser. Therefore, CMI(2) >
CS(2). This is easily extended to any number of copies. This
proves weak gap persistence and strong gap persistence fol-
lows from proposition 3.

Using this we can prove the following theorem, regarding
the strong gap persistence theorem between the SLDCRB and
the most informative bound

Theorem 16. A strong gap persistence theorem holds be-
tween the SLDCRB and the most informative bound. If
∆MI−S = 0, then ∆MI−S(M) = 0 for all finite M and if
∆MI−S 6= 0, then ∆MI−S(M) 6= 0 for all finite M .

The full proof of this theorem follows immediately from
proposition 3 and Appendix B 2. Combining theorems 13 and
16 gives a very powerful result that goes beyond the prob-
lem presented in Ref. [70]. These two theorems together give
the necessary and sufficient conditions for saturating the SLD-
CRB with separable measurements on any finite number of
copies of the probe state.

V. EXAMPLES

We now illustrate the importance of our results with some
physically motivated examples.

A. Simultaneous estimation of phase and phase diffusion

We first apply our results to a paradigmatic example of mul-
tiparameter estimation; estimating phase and phase diffusion
simultaneously [24, 77–79]. Following Ref. [24], the probe
state we consider is a single qubit which undergoes a phase
shift, φ, and phase diffusion, δ

S =

(
cos2(λ2 ) cos(λ2 )sin(λ2 )e−iφ−δ

2

cos(λ2 )sin(λ2 )eiφ−δ
2

sin2(λ2 )

)
. (28)

In this model λ is a fixed parameter, which determines the
probe state used in the experiment. We restrict the model such
that λ 6= 0, nπ, where n is any integer, to ensure φ and δ can
be estimated. The benefits of collective measurements in this
example were examined in Ref. [24], but only for projective
measurements on two copies of the probe state. Hence, the
full importance of collective measurements has not yet been
understood. Using Refs. [80] and [37], it is possible to get an-
alytic expressions for the HCRB and NCRB for this problem.
For the HCRB, we define the following function

β = 1− (−1 + e2δ
2

)|cos(λ)|
2δ

. (29)

Theorem 1 of Ref. [80] gives the HCRB as

CH =


(e2δ

2
−1)(1+4δ2+4δ|cos(λ)|)

4δ2sin2(λ) if β ≤ 0

−1+e4δ
2
+8e2δ

2
δ2+cos(2λ)(−1+e2δ

2
)2

8δ2sin2(λ) if β ≥ 0
.

(30)
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FIG. 2. The unattainability of the HCRB for simultaneously estimating phase and phase diffusion. (a) The difference between the NCRB
and HCRB, CN−CH, is plotted as a function of λ. The blue, orange and green lines correspond to δ = 0.01, 0.5 and 0.99 respectively. The red
dashed line is at

√
2. (b) Plotted is the difference between our analytic lower bound for FN(XH,M ), BM , and the HCRB for λ = π/2, φ = 0

and δ = 1. This quantity is guaranteed to be smaller than FN(XH,M )− FH(XH,M ). Hence, if this quantity is non-zero, the HCRB cannot be
saturated. This figure verifies that performing a collective measurement on 100 copies of the probe state collectively is insufficient to reach the
HCRB. (c) Holevo and Nagaoka functions for different input matrices normalised to the HCRB for λ = φ = δ = 0.3. The fact that FN(XH)
is never equal to the HCRB is sufficient to show that the HCRB cannot be attained without infinite resources in this case. We also show the
NCRB, CN = FN(XN) for comparison.

From Ref. [37], we get the NCRB as

CN =
e2δ

2

sin2(λ)

(
1 +

1− e−2δ
2

4δ2
+

√
1− e−2δ2

δ

)
. (31)

The detail on the computation of these bounds is given in Ap-
pendix D 1. According to theorem 10, in order to prove that
the HCRB is unattainable in this example, it is sufficient to
show that the HCRB and NCRB are not equal for a single copy
of the probe state. This is proven in Appendix D 2. Therefore,
for this example, the HCRB can never be reached.1 We plot
CN − CH as a function of λ for several δ in Fig. 2 (a).

Although analysing the single-copy case is sufficient to
show that the HCRB cannot be reached, it is useful to ver-
ify this for a large number of copies, M . This is easiest
done using proposition 9 and noting that S⊗M is always full
rank for λ 6= 0, nπ. Alternatively, corollary 8 shows that
FN(XH,M ) > FH(XH,M ) implies CN(M) > CH(M). In Ap-
pendix D 3 we derive an analytic lower bound for FN(XH,M ),
denoted BM . This is useful as BM −CH(M) ≤ FN(XH,M )−
CH(M). Hence, from corollary 8, BM − CH(M) > 0 implies
that the HCRB cannot be saturated for this M . At λ = π/2,
we can verify that CH(M) = tr{S⊗M (X2

H,M + Y 2
H,M )}/M ,

i.e. the second term in the Holevo function is zero. It is also
easily verified that the second term in BM is non-zero for all
M , hence BM − CH(M) > 0 for all M . In Fig. 2 (b) we plot
BM−CH(M) for up to 100 of copies of the probe state, verify-
ing that FN(XH,M )− CH(M) > 0. Hence, the HCRB cannot
be saturated even when performing collective measurements
on many copies of the probe state simultaneously. In Fig. 2
(c) we compare the HCRB to the NCRB, which is the ex-
perimentally relevant quantity. For comparison we also plot
FN(XH).

For two parameter estimation with qubit probe states, the
NCRB is attainable [41], hence CMI = CN. Our work, shows

1Exactly at δ = 0 the state becomes a pure state and so CN = CH.

that CN > CH. For all λ, except λ = π/2, we have CH > CS.
Hence, for this example CMI = CN > CH > CS. The gap
persistence theorem shows that these inequalities will hold for
any finite number of copies.

As a final point of interest, we note that as δ → 0 the
state becomes a pure state and so we expect CN → CH.
Contrary to this, the analytic results presented here and the
trade-off relation derived in Ref. [24] appear to show that
CN → (1 + 2

√
2/3)CH. However, as we discuss in Ap-

pendix D 4, this apparent conflict is resolved by noting that
solving the optimisation problem in the HCRB and NCRB
does not commute with taking the limit δ → 0. Hence, ex-
actly at δ = 0, CN = CH as expected. (See Appendix B 4
for pure states in the general setting.) Similar discontinuities
have been observed before for the SLD quantum Fisher Infor-
mation [81–83].

B. Estimating qubit parameters in the infinite-copy limit

Our next example shows the convergence of the NCRB to
the HCRB in the infinite-copy setting, as expected from the-
orem 12. We consider estimating small angles θx and θy in
the state Sθ = (1 + θxσx + θyσy + szσz)/2, where σi is the
ith Pauli matrix and sz is known (sz 6= 0). The estimator op-
erators for the HCRB are XH = (σx, σy), independent of sz .
This allows the HCRB to be computed as

CH = 2 + 2|sz| . (32)

The M -copy NCRB, CN(M) = FN(XN,M ), can be upper
bounded by FN(XH,M ). For this example

CH

M
≤ FN(XH,M ) =

2

M
+

2

M2
trAbs

{
S⊗M

M∑
i=1

σiz

}
, (33)
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FIG. 3. Asymptotic convergence of the NCRB to the HCRB for
estimating qubit parameters. The dashed black line shows the
HCRB. The pink to red lines show MFN(XH,M ) and are upper
bounds on the NCRB. From top to bottom the pink to red lines cor-
respond to M = 2, 4, 10 and 60 copies of the probe state.

where σiz is the ith qubit σz operator. Hence, to prove conver-
gence, we need to show

lim
M→∞

1

M
trAbs

{
S⊗M

M∑
i=1

σiz

}
= |sz| . (34)

By calculating the eigenvalues of S⊗M
∑M
i=1 σ

i
z explicitly,

we find

trAbs
{
S⊗M

M∑
i=1

σiz

}
=

2

M∑
j=0

(
M

j

)∣∣∣∣M2 − j
∣∣∣∣(1 + sz)

j(1− sz)M−j .

(35)

For even M , this evaluates to

Msz +
1

(1 + sz)Γ(2 + M
2 )Γ(M2 )

[
2−M (−1 + sz)

(1− s2z)M/2M !

[
− (2 +M)(1 + sz)+

2Msz2F1

(
1, 1− M

2
;

4 +M

2
;
−1 + sz
1 + sz

)]]
,

(36)

where Γ is the Gamma function and 2F1(a, b; c; z) is the hy-

pergeometric function. For odd M , trAbs
{
S⊗M

∑M
i=1 σ

i
z

}
evaluates to

Msz −
1

√
πΓ( 3+M

2 )

[
(1− sz)

1+M
2 (1 + sz)

−1+M
2 Γ(1 +

M

2
)[

− (1 +M)(1 + sz)+

2Msz2F1

(
1,

1−M
2

;
3 +M

2
;
−1 + sz
1 + sz

)]]
.

(37)

Taking the limit of this when M goes to infinity, we find

lim
M→∞

1

M
trAbs

[
S⊗M (σ1

z + σ2
z + . . .+ σMz

)
] = |sz| , (38)

which again shows that the NCRB converges to the HCRB. A
plot of this convergence is shown in Fig. 3.

C. Simultaneous estimation of phase and loss in
interferometry

For some rank deficient probe states it is possible to have
equality between the NCRB and HCRB. This is trivial for pure
states (see Appendix B 4), but is also true for other, more inter-
esting problems. One such problem, is that of simultaneously
estimating a phase shift and the transmissivity of one arm of a
two mode interferometer. We consider using Holland-Burnett
states, obtained by interfering two equal photon number Fock
states on a balanced beam splitter, to estimate the phase shift
and transmissivity [84]. It has been shown that, for this prob-
lem, collective measurements offer no advantage over separa-
ble measurements, see Example 2 of Ref [42]. Interestingly,
it is known for this problem that the SLDCRB is not attain-
able [85], hence we have CMI = CN = CH > CS. This hierar-
chy is shown in Fig. 4 a) for a four photon state.

D. Estimating qubit rotations

The estimation of qubit rotations about the x, y and z axes
of the Bloch sphere with a two qubit probe was considered in
Ref. [42]. We consider estimating the qubit rotations using the
maximally entangled two-qubit state, (|01〉+|10〉)/

√
2, which

is subject to the phase damping channel after experiencing the
rotations. For this example the HCRB and NHCRB have par-
ticularly simple forms,

CH = 2 +
1

(1− ε)2
(39)

and

CNH =
4

2− ε
+

1

(1− ε)2
(40)

where ε is the damping strength. A measurement saturating
the NHCRB was presented in Ref. [42] (see Example 1 and
Supplementary Note 5) and for this problem the HCRB and
SLDCRB coincide, hence CMI = CNH > CH = CS. By the gap
persistence theorem we then know that neither the HCRB or
SLDCRB is attainable for this problem. In Fig. 4 b) we show
the different bounds as a function of the damping strength.

E. Random examples

Proposition 9 shows that for full rank states and finite di-
mensional systems CN(M) > CH(M) for all M . However,
this says nothing about how close the two bounds can be. To
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FIG. 4. Hierarchy of various Cramér-Rao bounds for different examples. a) Different bounds for the simultaneous estimation of phase and
transmissivity in an interferometer with a four photon probe state. In this case collective measurements offer no advantage and the SLDCRB
is never attainable. b) Different bounds for estimating qubit rotations subject to the phase damping channel. For this example, as neither the
HCRB or SLDCRB can be reached in the single-copy case, they cannot be reached with any measurement on a finite number of copies of the
probe state.

investigate this, we plot (CN−CH)/CH for 40,000 random full
rank probe states in Fig. 5. As expected, for all probe states
tested, we found (CN − CH)/CH to be greater than zero. The
gap between the two bounds shows some dependence on the
dimension of the system. For estimating two parameters, the
quantity (CN − CH)/CH is upper bounded by 1.

VI. OPEN PROBLEMS AND CONJECTURES

Before concluding, we present some important questions
that our work opens up.

FIG. 5. Gap between the HCRB and NCRB for two parameter
estimation with random full rank probe states. We plot (CN −
CH)/CH for random full rank probe states of different dimensions,
up to and including dimensions of five. For each dimension 10,000
random probe states are shown.

A. Does the gap persistence theorem hold for the NHCRB and
HCRB?

An immediate question which arises from our work is
whether or not theorem 10 can be extended to estimating three
or more parameters. When the optimal estimator operator for
the additional parameter to be estimated, Z, commutes with
(X,Y ), the NHCRB reduces to a similar form as the NCRB
and in this case our results from section III hold. More gen-
erally this will not necessarily be true. However, in Fig. 6,
we provide numerical evidence that a weak gap persistence
theorem may hold for the NHCRB and HCRB for estimating
up to five parameters. For 190,000 Haar-random probe states,
we did not find a single counter-example to this conjecture.
However, this comes with the caveat that numerically we may
not expect to find any examples where CNH − CH 6= 0 and
CNH(2)− CH(2) = 0, even if such an example existed.

B. When does the gap persistence theorem hold for the most
informative bound?

Theorem 11 states that for estimating two parameters, a
strong gap persistence theorem holds for the most informa-
tive bound and the HCRB. A natural question this opens up is
whether this is true for estimating more than two parameters.
Another open question is whether a gap persistence theorem
holds for the most informative bound and the NHCRB. This
is closely related to the attainability of the NHCRB, another
important open question. If the NHCRB can always be satu-
rated by a separable measurement, then this implies that the
gap persistence theorem holds for the NHCRB and the most
informative bound.
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FIG. 6. Numerical evidence that the gap persistence theorem for the HCRB and NCRB, theorem 10, may hold for estimating more than
two parameters. We plot (CNH − CH)/2 against CNH(2)− CH(2) for random probe states of dimensions up to and including five (d = 3, 4, 5)
for estimating three, four and five parameters. For each dimension we include states of different rank, r. For each rank and dimension 10,000
random probe states were considered. The dashed black line shows y = x.

C. Does the gap persistence theorem hold in other areas of
quantum information?

Finally, we look more broadly and ask whether we can ex-
pect similar results to hold in other areas of quantum infor-
mation where collective measurements are important. For ex-
ample, in quantum state discrimination, it is known that col-
lective measurements can help discriminate between mixed
states [86]. For this task, the error probability for distinguish-
ing two quantum states is given by the Helstrom bound [87]
and the asymptotic error rate when allowing for infinitely
many copies of the quantum state is given by the quantum
Chernoff bound [88, 89]. It may well be the case that some
variation of the gap persistence theorem holds for the Hel-
strom bound and quantum Chernoff bound.

Even within quantum metrology, the gap persistence the-
orem may find use in slightly different settings. Recently, it
was shown that many entangled states obtain their maximal
metrological advantage over separable states when infinitely
many copies of the state are available [90]. In this scenario it
may also be possible that such states cannot attain the max-
imal possible advantage with any finite number of copies of
the probe state.

VII. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

The SLDCRB and HCRB play a fundamental role in quan-
tum metrology. However, given the experimental difficulty of
performing collective measurements on even three copies of
a probe state [57], our results suggest that for practical appli-
cations of quantum metrology the NCRB and NHCRB may
be the more relevant quantities. By showing that there is a
unique solution to the HCRB for two parameter estimation,
we have been able to prove that the gap persistence theorem
holds for the NCRB and HCRB and also for the most informa-
tive bound and the HCRB. Therefore, if the HCRB cannot be
saturated with a single copy of the probe state, it cannot be sat-

urated with measurements on any finite number of copies of
the probe state. By extending our results to more general mul-
tiparameter estimation, we have provided a complete solution
to a significant generalisation of one of five open problems in
quantum information [70]. In theorems 13 and 16, we provide
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the saturation of the
SLDCRB with collective measurements on any finite number
of copies of the probe state. This is done by showing that the
gap persistence theorem holds for the NHCRB and SLDCRB.

We applied our results to show that for simultaneously es-
timating phase and phase diffusion, the HCRB can never be
attained for any finite number of probe states. This result is
easily generalised to many other important problems which
can be mapped to qubit multiparameter estimation problems,
such as quantum superresolution [91, 92] or qubit tomogra-
phy [93, 94]. Furthermore, this result can be extended to any
scenario where the NCRB does not equal the HCRB for a sin-
gle copy of the probe state [42, 95]. We anticipate that our re-
sults will have an important role to play in understanding the
attainable precisions in quantum multiparameter estimation.
While the benefits of the gap persistence theorem in quantum
metrology are immediately obvious, the concept may prove
beneficial for other areas of quantum information. Beyond
quantum metrology, collective measurements are important
in quantum illumination [96], quantum communications [97],
entanglement distillation [98] and for better Bell inequality vi-
olations [99]. Future work will involve extending our results
to these scenarios.

Note added: After concluding this work we became aware
of Ref. [100]. In this paper it was shown that for estimating
four or more parameters the NHCRB is not necessarily a tight
bound, although it is a good approximation to the most infor-
mative bound. This is related to some of the open questions
we describe in section VI.
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Appendix A: Proof of basic results

1. Optimal X matrices for two-copy HCRB

For simplicity we will denote the optimal estimator opera-
tors in the single-copy case as X and Y , and in the two-copy
case as X2 and Y2, given in Eq. (14). We now demonstrate
that the two-copy estimator operators do in fact attain a HCRB
which is half that of the single-copy case. First note that

tr
{
S ⊗ S(X2

2 + Y 2
2 )
}

= tr
{
S(X2 + Y 2)

}
/2 , (A1)

i.e. the first term in the HCRB is two times smaller as ex-
pected. The second term in the HCRB is the sum of the eigen-
values of i(

√
S ⊗
√
S)([X2, Y2])(

√
S ⊗
√
S). We can write

i(
√
S ⊗
√
S)([X2, Y2])(

√
S ⊗
√
S)

=
i

4
(S ⊗ (

√
S([X,Y ])

√
S) + (

√
S([X,Y ])

√
S)⊗ S) .

(A2)

The sum of the eigenvalues of the above matrix is given by the
trace of this matrix. We then see that

tr{i(
√
S ⊗
√
S)([X2, Y2])(

√
S ⊗
√
S)}

=
i

4
tr{S ⊗ (S[X,Y ]) + (S[X,Y ])⊗ S}

=
i

4
tr {S[X,Y ]}+

i

4
tr {S[X,Y ]}

=
i

2
tr {S[X,Y ]} .

(A3)

The second term in the HCRB is also a factor of two smaller
confirming that the new matrices X2 and Y2 are indeed op-
timal for the two-copy case. Similarly, by direct substitution
it can be easily verified that the matrices X2 and Y2 satisfy
the unbiased conditions in the two-copy case. The extension
to estimating M copies is trivial. Note that this only proves
that CH(2) ≤ CH/2, as there could be some other matrices
X ′2 and Y ′2 , which give a lower bound. For the full proof of
the additivity of the HCRB, we refer the reader to lemma 4 of
Ref. [73].

2. Subadditivity of the NCRB

Lemma 1 relates to the additivity of the HCRB, CH(M) =
CH/M . However, for the NCRB, we have CN(M) ≤ CN/M .
We now show this to be true by evaluating FN(XN,2). From

Appendix A 1 we know that the first term in the Nagaoka func-
tion evaluated with XN,2 is exactly half of the corresponding
term evaluated with XN. The second term in the Nagaoka
function is

trAbs{S ⊗ S[X2, Y2]}

=
1

4
trAbs{S[X,Y ]⊗ S + S ⊗ S[X,Y ]}

=
1

4
trAbs{S ⊗

√
S[X,Y ]

√
S

+
√
S[X,Y ]

√
S ⊗ S}

≤1

4
[trAbs{S ⊗

√
S[X,Y ]

√
S}

+ trAbs{
√
S[X,Y ]

√
S ⊗ S}]

=
1

2
trAbs{

√
S[X,Y ]

√
S} ,

(A4)

where the inequality follows from the sub-additive property of
matrix norms, ‖A+B‖ ≤ ‖A‖ + ‖B‖ [101]. We therefore
arrive at CN(2) ≤ FN(XN,2) ≤ CN/2. This argument can then
be repeated many times to get the result for any M .

3. Proof of proposition 5

We first introduce an equivalence relation for linear opera-
tors

X ∼S X ′ ⇐⇒
S(X −X ′) = 0 and (X −X ′)S = 0 .

(A5)

If L(H) denotes the set of all matrices, this allows us to define
a quotient space of L(H) as L∼S (H) = L(H)/ ∼S . For rank
deficient states, it is known that the SLD operators are not
uniquely determined. However, the SLD operators are unique
on the quotient space defined here [102, 103].

For Z = X + iY we note that the HCRB can be written as

CH = min
Z

max
{

tr
{
SZZ†

}
, tr
{
SZ†Z

}}
. (A6)

This function is strictly convex if tr
{
SZZ†

}
and tr

{
SZ†Z

}
are both strictly convex for Z ∈ L∼S . We now prove the strict
convexity of tr

{
SZZ†

}
and tr

{
SZ†Z

}
.

Proof. When S is not full rank, we rely on the fact that min-
imisation in Eq. (A6) is over Z ∈ L∼S (H). We write S in
block matrix form such that only the upper diagonal block is
non-zero

S =

(
Sr 0
0 0

)
, (A7)

where Sr is a full rank matrix. We can write Z as

Z =

(
Zs Zsk
Zks Zk

)
, (A8)

where the subscripts s and k refer to the support and ker-
nel of S respectively. We can then calculate tr

{
SZZ†

}
=
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tr
{
Sr(ZsZ

†
s + ZskZ

†
sk)
}

> 0. Similarly tr
{
SZ†Z

}
=

tr
{
Sr(Z

†
sZs + Z†ksZks)

}
> 0.

To prove the strict convexity of the function f(Z) =
tr{SZZ†}, we need to show that f(tZ1 + (1 − t)Z2) <
tf(Z1) + (1− t)f(Z2), for 0 < t < 1 and Z1 6= Z2. It is easy
to show that f(tZ1 + (1− t)Z2)− tf(Z1)− (1− t)f(Z2) is
equal to

t(t− 1)tr{S(Z1 − Z2)(Z1 − Z2)†} . (A9)

For the strict convexity of f(Z) we require this expression to
be negative. t(t−1) < 0 for all 0 < t < 1, but for arbitraryZ1

and Z2, the above expression is not strictly negative as Z1 and
Z2 may differ only in the Zk elements, corresponding to the
kernel of S. However, for Z1 6= Z2 and Z1, Z2 ∈ L∼S (H)
the expression is strictly negative, as shown above, showing
that f(Z) is strictly convex. Note that Z1 = 0 or Z2 = 0 is
not allowed from the unbiased conditions.
Hence, if there are two minimisers for Eq. (A6), Z1 and Z2,
they are equivalent.

We also note that similar arguments can be used to prove
lemma 6, regarding the strict convexity of the SLDCRB. From
Eq. (8) and the arguments above it is clear that the minimisa-
tion problem involved in computing the SLDCRB is minimis-
ing a sum of strictly convex functions, which is itself strictly
convex.

Appendix B: Proof of two parameter estimation results

1. Proof of theorem 10 in the M -copy case

First recall the optimal estimator operator in the M -copy
case

XH,M =

M∑
k=1

1

M
X

(k)
H ,

YH,M =

M∑
k=1

1

M
Y

(k)
H .

(B1)

Using this, we now evaluate A(XH,M ) =

i
√
S⊗M [XH,M , YH,M ]

√
S⊗M as

A(XH,M ) =
1

M2

M∑
k=1

AkS(XH) , (B2)

where AkS(XH) = S ⊗ S . . . ⊗ A(XH) ⊗ . . . S,
with A(XH) in the kth position. We now decom-
pose this as A(XH,M ) = A+(XH,M )−A−(XH,M ).
For this we use AkS(XH) = AkS+(XH)−AkS−(XH),
where AkS+(XH) = S ⊗ S . . .⊗A+(XH)⊗ . . . S and
AkS−(XH) = S ⊗ S . . .⊗A−(XH)⊗ . . . S. This gives

A(XH,M ) =
1

M2

M∑
k=1

AkS+(XH)−AkS−(XH) . (B3)

Similarly to the main text, both tr{AkS+(XH)} > 0

and tr{AkS−(XH)} > 0 as tr{A+(XH)} 6= 0 and
tr{A−(XH)} 6= 0. This completes the alternative proof of the-
orem 10.

2. Proof of theorem 11.

To prove the strong gap persistence theorem holds for the
most informative bound and the HCRB, by proposition 3,
we only need to show that the weak gap persistence theorem
holds. We do this by proving the contraposition of the weak
gap persistence theorem. Hence, we need to show that for all
M > 1, CMI(M) = CH(M) implies CMI = CH.

We suppose that for M = 2 we have CMI(2) = CN(2) =
CH(2) (M > 2 can be proved similarly). This implies that the
optimisers for the two-copy NCRB can be written

XN,2 =
∑
k

ξkΠk , (B4)

and

YN,2 =
∑
k

ηkΠk , (B5)

where ξk, ηk and the Πk are the estimators and POVM ele-
ments chosen to saturate CMI(2). From the Naimark exten-
sion, there exists a projective measurement on some extended
Hilbert space such that

X̃N,2 =
∑
k

ξkEk , (B6)

and

ỸN,2 =
∑
k

ηkEk , (B7)

where Ek are a set of projectors such that Tr{(S ⊗ S)Πk} =
Tr{(S⊗S⊗S0)Ek}, where S⊗S⊗S0 lives in the extended
Hilbert space and S0 is some arbitrary ancilla state.

Now consider performing measurements on the system
(S⊗S0)⊗ (S⊗S0). Let us first define a swap unitary which
swaps the first two modes so that

Us((S⊗S0)⊗ (S⊗S0))U†s = (S0⊗ (S⊗S⊗S0)) . (B8)

Now consider acting with the projective measurement

E′k = U†s I⊗ EkUs (B9)

on the state S ⊗ S0 ⊗ S ⊗ S0. We have

Tr{S ⊗ S ⊗ S0Ek} = Tr{S ⊗ S0 ⊗ S ⊗ S0E
′
k} . (B10)

Hence, any Naimark extension saturating CMI(2) with ancilla
states of the form S⊗S⊗S0, can be converted to an extension
using ancilla states of the form S ⊗ S0 ⊗ S ⊗ S0.
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Now denote S′ = S ⊗ S0. For the state S′ ⊗ S′, we clearly
have CMI(2) = CNH(2) = CH(2). For this new state the opti-
miser for the NCRB can be written

X ′N,2 =
1

2
X ′H ⊗ I +

1

2
I⊗X ′H , (B11)

and similarly for YN,2 (This follows from CNH(2) = CH(2)).
We know thatXN,2 and YN,2 can be decomposed into the same
set of projective measurements. Hence, [XN,2, YN,2] = 0.
From the form of XN,2 and YN,2, this implies [XN,1, YN,1] =
0. Hence, the single copy observables can be measured simul-
taneously and so CMI = CN = CH.

We note that theorem 16 can be proven in a similar manner.
In this case the strong gap persistence theorem between the
NHCRB and the SLDCRB can be used to show that for all
M > 1, CMI(M) = CSLD(M) implies CMI = CSLD. This in
turn implies that a strong gap persistence theorem holds for
the most informative bound and the SLDCRB.

3. Asymptotic equivalence of HCRB and NCRB

We now present the full proof of lim
M→∞

MCN(M) = CH.

As MCN(M) ≥MCH(M) = CH, it is sufficient to prove

lim
M→∞

MCN(M) ≤ CH . (B12)

For this we require the following lemma

Lemma 17 (Hayashi [75]). Given a Hermitian matrix X and
a quantum state S, the following relations hold.

lim
M→∞

1

M
tr{S⊗M |X(M)|} = lim

M→∞

1

M
trAbs{S⊗MX(M)}

= lim
M→∞

1

M

∣∣tr{S⊗MX(M)}
∣∣ = |tr{SX}| ,

(B13)

where X(M) =
∑M
k=1X

(k) with X(k) = I ⊗ I . . . ⊗ X ⊗
. . .⊗ I, with X in the kth position.

Proof (Lemma 17). Let X =
∑d
a=1 xa |a〉 〈a| be an eigen-

value decomposition of X . By definition, we have

X(k) =
∑

a1,a2,...aM

xak |a1, a2, . . . aM 〉 〈a1, a2, . . . aM | ,

(B14)
where

∑
|ak〉 〈ak| = I. Using this we can write

X(M) =
∑

a1,a2,...aM

M∑
k=1

xak |a1, a2, . . . aM 〉 〈a1, a2, . . . aM |

(B15)

|X(M)| =
∑

a1,a2,...aM

∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
k=1

xak

∣∣∣∣∣ |a1, a2, . . . aM 〉 〈a1, a2, . . . aM | .
(B16)

We next define p(a) := tr{S |a〉 〈a|} = 〈a|S |a〉, so that
p(a) forms a probability distribution. The expectation value
of S⊗M with respect to the state |a1, a2, . . . aM 〉 leads to the
i.i.d. distribution of p(a).

〈a1, a2, . . . aM |S⊗M |a1, a2, . . . aM 〉

=

M∏
k=1

p(ak) =: pM (a1, a2, . . . , aM ) .
(B17)

We can then get the following result

1

M
tr{S⊗M |X(M)|} =

1

M

∑
a1,a2,...aM

∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
k=1

xak

∣∣∣∣∣
M∏
k=1

p(ak)

=
1

M
EpM

[∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
k=1

Xak

∣∣∣∣∣
]

→ |Ep[X]| (M →∞)

= |tr{SX}| ,
(B18)

where the third line follows from the law of large numbers and
the dominated convergence theorem. We can apply the dom-
inated convergence theorem as

∣∣∣∑M
k=1Xak

∣∣∣/M is bounded.

This shows lim
M→∞

1
M tr{S⊗M |X(M)|} = |tr{SX}|. To prove

the remaining relations we use the following inequalities

tr{
√
S|X|

√
S} ≥ tr{

∣∣∣√SX√S∣∣∣} ≥ ∣∣∣tr{√SX√S}∣∣∣ .
(B19)

Using the identity trAbs{SX} = tr{
∣∣∣√SX√S∣∣∣}, Eq. (B13)

is proven.

Using this lemma, we now prove

lim
M→∞

MFN(XM ) = FH(X) , (B20)

for any X ∈ L(H)2. We have

MFN(XM ) = MFS(XM ) +M trAbs{S⊗M i[XM , YM ]}

= FS(X) +
1

M
trAbs{S⊗M i[X(M), Y (M)]} .

(B21)

By lemma 17, the second term converges to |tr{Si[X,Y ]}|, in
the limit M →∞. Therefore Eq. (B20) is proven.

Finally, we prove Eq. (B12).

MCN(M) = MFN(XN,M ) ≤MFN(XH,M ) . (B22)

This final term tends to FH(XH) = CH as M → ∞. Hence,
when performing a collective measurement on infinitely many
copies of the probe state the HCRB and NCRB are equal as
expected.
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4. Equivalence of the HCRB and NCRB for pure states

Matsumoto proved that for pure states, CH = CMI [49],
which implies CH = CN. We now prove that CH = CN, con-
sistent with Matsumoto’s result. For a pure state we can write
S = |ψ〉 〈ψ|. Then A(X) = i

√
S[X,Y ]

√
S has at most one

non-zero eigenvalue for all X. Hence, either A+(X) = 0 or
A−(X) = 0. Lemma 4 then implies CH = CN. However,
this does not prove CH = CMI, only the weaker statement that
CH = CN.

Appendix C: Proof of multiparameter estimation results

1. Re-writing the Nagaoka–Hayashi function

Lemma 18 (Hayashi [75]). The Nagaoka–Hayashi function
can be written as

FNH[X|W ] = tr{W ReZ[X]}+ANH
− [X|W ], (C1)

where Z[X] and ANH
− [X|W ] are defined in the text.

Proof (Lemma 18). Define the symmetrized matrix of X by
s(X). Explicitly, for X = [Xij ] with Xij ∈ L(H), s(X) =
1
2 (Xij +Xji). Then, the identity X = s(X) +a(X) holds. We
next rewrite the Nagaoka–Hayashi function as follows.

FNH[X|W ] = min
L′
{Tr{WS s(XXᵀ)}+ Tr{WSL′} |

L′ ≥ a(XXᵀ), L′ij = L′ji: Hermitian}

(C2)

=tr{W ReZ[X]}+ min
L′
{Tr{WSL′} |

L′ ≥ a(XXᵀ), L′ij = L′ji: Hermitian}
(C3)

=tr{W ReZ[X]}+
min
V
{Tr{V} |V ≥ (WS)1/2a(XXᵀ)(WS)1/2,

Vij = Vji: Hermitian}
(C4)

=tr{W ReZ[X]}+
min
V′
{Tr{V′} |V′ ≥ 0,

a(V′)− (WS)1/2a(XXᵀ)(WS)1/2 = 0} .
(C5)

The first line follows by setting L = s(XXᵀ) + L′. The
second line holds by the definition of the Z[X] matrix.
The third line is obtained by introducing a new variable
V := (WS)1/2L′(WS)1/2. To get the final line, we set
V′ = V − (WS)1/2a(XXᵀ)(WS)1/2, and use the fact
that (WS)1/2a(XXᵀ)(WS)1/2 is Hermitian and the antisym-
metrized matrix of V′ is equal to it. We remark that this
new variable V′ does not necessarily satisfy the condition
V′ij = V′ji.

2. Proof of theorem 13

Proof (Theorem 13). As mentioned in the main text, we will
prove the theorem by the chain: i) ⇒ ii) ⇒ iii) ⇒ iv) ⇒ i).
We prove iii)⇒ iv) and iv)⇒ i) below.
Proof that iii)⇒ iv):
We assume condition iii). CNH[I] = CS[I] implies

min
X
{FNH[X] |Xi : l.u. and Hermitian} = CS = tr{JS−1}

⇔ min
X
{tr{ReZ[X]}+ANH

− [X] |

Xi : l.u. and Hermitian} = tr{ReZ[XS]} ,
(C6)

where XS denotes the optimal X which minimises the first
term of the Nagaoka–Hayashi function. Explicitly, XS =
(XS,i) = (Li) with Li :=

∑
j(JS

−1)jiLj .
Lemma 6 shows that the function tr{ReZ[X]} is strictly

convex about X (on the quotient space when S is not full rank)
and the optimiser exists uniquely. By definition, it holds that
the second term ANH

− [X] is non-negative function of X. We
can apply lemma 19 (Appendix C 3) to show that this is pos-
sible if and only if the following condition holds.

ANH
− [XS] = 0 . (C7)

Tr{V} = 0 holds if and only if V = 0 for a positive matrix V.
This is possible if and only if S1/2a(XSX

ᵀ
S )S1/2 = 0 is true,

since this matrix is Hermitian. Therefore, it is equivalent to
the condition such that all elements are zero. In other words,
we have

∀i, j,
√
S[Li , Lj ]

√
S = 0 ⇔ ∀i, j,

√
S[Li , Lj ]

√
S = 0 .

(C8)
It is straightforward to see this is also equivalent to

∀i, j, trAbs{S[Li , Lj ]} = 0 , (C9)

or using our alternative notation
∀i, j, trAbs{S[XS,i , XS,j ]} = 0. When S is full rank,
this immediately proves [Li , Lj ] = 0, ∀i, j. Thus, we do not
need to consider any extension of the Hilbert space.

If S is rank deficient, note that the optimizer XNH also
needs to satisfy the following condition from CNH[I] = CS[I]

XNH,i = Li up to equivalence ∼S , ∀i. (C10)

Let Π = {Πk} and θ̂ be an optimal POVM and estimator, then
CMI[I] = CNH[I] implies that the optimiser for the NHCRB can
be decomposed into some POVM

XNH,i =
∑
k

(θ̂i(k)− θi)Πk . (C11)

Combining the above two relations, after some algebra we get

Li =
∑
k

`i(k)Πk up to equivalence ∼S , ∀i, (C12)

where `i(k) :=
∑
j JS,ji(θ̂j(k) − θj). With this expression

we can apply the Naimark extension to find a larger Hilbert
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space in which the POVM elements are expressed as mutually
orthogonal projectors [76]. After this extension, the SLDs L̃i
commute with each other.
iv)⇒ i):
Suppose we find such an extension where the SLDs L̃i for the
extended model S̃θ = U(Sθ ⊗ S0)U† are commutative. We
can diagonalize all L̃i simultaneously as

L̃i =
∑
k

`i(k)Ek , (C13)

where {Ek} are mutually orthogonal projectors. When S is
not full rank, we can always extend {Ek} to form a projec-
tion measurement. By substituting into the SLD equation, we
explicitly obtain `i(k) as

`i(k) =
tr{S̃iEk}
tr{S̃Ek}

, (C14)

which is the score function. We define `i(k) = 0 when
tr{S̃Ek} = 0. Thus,

∑
k `i(k)`j(k)tr{S̃Ek} = JS,ij holds.

Note that the SLD Fisher information remains invariant under
the extension (see e.g. proposition 2.1 of Ref. [31]). Under
this circumstance, an optimal measurement is given by {Ek}
and a locally unbiased estimator is constructed by

θ̂i(k) = θi +
∑
j

(J−1S )ji`j(k) . (C15)

Finally, we calculate the MSE matrix to show that this is
equal to the inverse of the SLD Fisher information matrix.
From Eq. (17), we have

Vij =
∑
k

(∑
m

(J−1S )mi`m(k)
)(∑

n

(J−1S )nj`n(k)
)
tr{S̃Ek}

=
∑
m

(J−1S )mi
∑
n

(J−1S )nj(JS)mn

= (J−1S )ji ,

(C16)

where we use the fact that
∑
n(J−1S )nj(JS)mn = δjm, which

follows from (JS)(JS)−1 = I.
Note that in proving iii)⇒ iv), being able to decompose the

Li in terms of some POVM as

Li =
∑
k

(θ̂′i(k)− θi)Πk , (C17)

does not necessarily imply that L̃i can be decomposed into
projective measurements. This is because the Naimark ex-
tension of Li does not necessarily satisfy the conditions to
be an SLD operator i.e., this decomposition does not imply
CMI[I] = CNH[I] = CS[I]. The Naimark extension will always
exist for Li of this form, however it is not necessarily identical
to the SLD operators on the extended space, L̃i. See Ref. [57]
for an example of this form. Further details on this will be
presented in future work.

3. Lemma to support theorem 13

Lemma 19. Consider the sum of two non-negative functions
f(x) = f1(x) + f2(x) on the domain X . Suppose the opti-
mization of f1 under a constraint C exists and the optimiser
is unique, then the following statement holds.

min
x∈X :C

f(x) = min
x∈X :C

f1(x)

⇔ f2(x∗) = 0 with x∗ := arg min
x∈X :C

f1(x)
(C18)

Appendix D: Simultaneous estimation of phase and phase
diffusion

1. Analytic solution to the HCRB and NCRB for
simultaneously estimating phase and phase diffusion

We first note that the possible solutions to the HCRB and
NCRB are greatly restricted by the unbiased conditions for
this problem. This makes an explicit optimisation of the ma-
trices X feasible for this problem. However, it is considerably
simpler to use the results of Ref. [80] and Ref. [37] to obtain
analytic expressions for the HCRB and NCRB respectively.
Ref. [80] provides a simple method for obtaining an analytic
form for the HCRB, which only requires that we evaluate the
SLD and right logarithmic derivative (RLD) operators. In
what follows we set φ = 0 as the HCRB has no φ depen-
dence. The SLD operators are given by

Lφ = ie−δ
2

sin(λ)

(
0 −1
1 0

)
, (D1)

and

Lδ =

(
Lδ,11 Lδ,12
Lδ,21 Lδ,22

)
, (D2)

where

Lδ,11 = δ(1− cos(λ))(−1 + coth(δ2))

Lδ,12 = Lδ,21 = −δcosech(δ2)sin(λ)

Lδ,22 = δ(1 + cos(λ))(−1 + coth(δ2)) .

(D3)

The RLD operator for estimating φ is given by

L̃φ =

(
L̃φ,11 L̃φ,12
L̃φ,21 L̃φ,22

)
, (D4)

where

L̃φ,11 = − i

2
(−1 + coth(δ2))

L̃φ,12 = −L̃φ,21 = − i

2
cosech(δ2)tan(λ/2)

L̃φ,22 =
i

2
(−1 + coth(δ2)) .

(D5)

The RLD operator for estimating δ is given by

L̃δ =

(
L̃δ,11 L̃δ,12
L̃δ,21 L̃δ,22

)
, (D6)
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where

L̃δ,11 = δ(−1 + coth(δ2))

L̃δ,12 = Lδ,21 = −δcosech(δ2)tan(λ/2)

L̃δ,22 = δ(−1 + coth(δ2)) .

(D7)

Theorem 1 of Ref. [80] gives two analytic forms of the
HCRB. One of these forms depends on the RLD Cramér-Rao
bound, given by

CR =
(e2δ

2 − 1)(1 + 4δ2 + 4δ|cos(λ)|)
4δ2sin(λ)2

. (D8)

To give the HCRB, we define the following function

β = 1− (−1 + e2δ
2

)|cos(λ)|
2δ

(D9)

Theorem 1 of Ref. [80] gives the HCRB as

CH =

{
CR if β ≤ 0

γ if β ≥ 0
(D10)

where

γ =
−1 + e4δ

2

+ 8e2δ
2

δ2 + cos(2λ)(−1 + e2δ
2

)2

8δ2sin(λ)2
. (D11)

There is a smooth transition between the different solutions to
the HCRB in Eq. (D10) when β changes sign.

Using Ref. [37] we can also solve the NCRB. For a qubit
model the NCRB is given by

CN = (tr{J−1/2S })2 , (D12)

where JS is the SLD Fisher information matrix, which can be
calculated from the SLD operators. This gives a NCRB of

CN =
e2δ

2

sin2(λ)

(
1 +

1− e−2δ
2

4δ2
+

√
1− e−2δ2

δ

)
. (D13)

2. Proof of a strict inequality between the NCRB and HCRB

We now wish to show that the two bounds derived in the
previous section obey a strict inequality, CN > CH. Consider
first when β ≤ 0, we can write

δ ≤ 1

2
(−1 + e2δ

2

)|cos(λ)| . (D14)

The difference between the two bounds is given by

CN − CH =
4(e2δ

2√
1− e−2δ2 + δ − (−1 + e2δ

2

)|cos(λ)|)
4δsin(λ)2

.

(D15)
Note that CN − CH > 0 is equivalent to√

1− e−2δ2 + e−2δ
2

δ − (1− e−2δ
2

)|cos(λ)|) > 0 , (D16)

where we have simply removed terms which are guaranteed
to be positive for δ > 0. We use the substitution x =√

1− e−2δ2 and a = |cos(λ)|. Then we can rewrite the above
expression as

x+ e−2δ
2

δ − ax2

=x(1− ax) + e−2δ
2

δ .
(D17)

We note that f(x) = x(1 − ax) is guaranteed to be positive
for 0 < x < 1 (which is satisfied for δ > 0) and a = |cos(λ)|.
As e−2δ

2

δ is also guaranteed to be positive, we can conclude
that in this case there is a non-zero gap between the NCRB
and HCRB.

We now consider the second possibility when β ≥ 0.

2δ ≥ (−1 + e2δ
2

)|cos(λ)|

≥ (−1 + e2δ
2

)cos(λ) .
(D18)

The difference between the two bounds in this case is given
by

CN − CH =
−1

8δ2sin(λ)2

(
1 + e4δ

2

− 2e2δ
2

(1 + 4
√

1− e−2δ2δ)

+ (2cos(λ)2 − 1)(−1 + e2δ
2

)2
)
.

(D19)

As above, we drop any terms with definite positive sign, and
using Eq. (D18), we find that CN − CH > 0 is equivalent to

8δ(e2δ
2
√

1− e−2δ2 − δ) > 0 . (D20)

As before, we shall attempt to prove that this term is strictly
positive. Using the substitution x = 2δ2, we see that our aim
is to show

ex
√

1− e−x >
√
x

2
. (D21)

As both sides of this inequality are positive (for δ > 0), we
can square both sides, so that we wish to show

e2x(1− e−x)− x

2
> 0 , (D22)

for x > 0. This quantity evaluated at x = 0 gives 0, hence our
aim is simply to show that Eq. (D22) is monotonically increas-
ing for x > 0. The derivative of Eq. (D22) is− 1

2 − ex + 2e2x,
which is positive for x > 0. Hence, we also have CN > CH
when β ≥ 0.

3. Lower bound on FN(XH,M )

When analysing the simultaneous estimation of phase and
phase diffusion, we wish to show FN(XH,M ) > FH(XH,M ).
However, even though the form of XH,M is known analyti-
cally, evaluating FN(XH,M ) for large M is still computation-
ally expensive. To circumvent this, we provide a lower bound,
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BM , on FN(XH,M ), so that BM ≤ FN(XH,M ). This is useful
as BM > FH(XH,M ) implies FN(XH,M ) > FH(XH,M ).

Lemma 1 and Appendix A 1 show that CH,M = CH/M .
From this we can conclude that the first term in both
FH(XH,M ) and FN(XH,M ) are equal to tr{S(XHXH +
YHYH)}/M , which is trivial to evaluate analytically for any
M . For evaluating the second term in the NCRB we need to
consider trAbs{A(XH)}. The sum of the absolute values of
the eigenvalues of A(XH) is equal to the nuclear norm, de-
noted ‖A(XH)‖∗. For M copies of the quantum state∥∥∥√S⊗M [XH,M , YH,M ]

√
S⊗M

∥∥∥
∗

=
∥∥S⊗M [XH,M , YH,M ]

∥∥
∗

=
1

M2

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣S⊗M

[
M∑
k=1

X
(k)
H

M∑
k=1

Y
(k)

H −
M∑
k=1

Y
(k)

H

M∑
k=1

X
(k)
H

]∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∗

=
1

M2

∥∥∥∥∥S⊗M
[ M∑
k=1

(X
(k)
H Y

(k)
H − Y (k)

H X
(k)
H )

]∥∥∥∥∥
∗

≥ 1

M2‖(S⊗M )−1‖∗

∥∥∥∥∥
M∑
k=1

(X
(k)
H Y

(k)
H − Y (k)

H X
(k)
H )

∥∥∥∥∥
∗

=
1

M2‖S−1‖M∗

∥∥∥∥∥
M∑
k=1

(X
(k)
H Y

(k)
H − Y (k)

H X
(k)
H )

∥∥∥∥∥
∗

≥ dM−1

M2‖S−1‖M∗
‖XHYH − YHXH‖∗ .

(D23)

This last quantity is easy to evaluate analytically for any M .
We have introduced X(k)

H = I ⊗ I ⊗ . . . ⊗XH ⊗ . . . ⊗ I and√
S(k) = I ⊗ I ⊗ . . . ⊗

√
S ⊗ . . . ⊗ I. The first inequal-

ity follows from the multiplicative property of matrix norms.
The second inequality is a generalisation of ‖A⊗ I‖∗ ≤
‖A⊗ I + I⊗A‖∗ and ‖A⊗ I‖∗ = d‖A‖. This allows us
to lower bound FN(XH,M ) as

FN(XH,M ) ≥ BM =
1

M
tr{S(XHXH + YHYH)}

+
dM−1

M2‖S−1‖M∗
‖XHYH − YHXH‖∗ .

(D24)

We note that this lower bound is general and is not specific to

the example being considered.

4. Resolution of apparent conflict when δ → 0

When taking the limit of Eq. (D10) as δ → 0 we find

lim
δ→0
CH =

1

sin(θ)2
(1 +

1

2
) . (D25)

Taking the same limit for the NCRB, Eq. (D13), we find

lim
δ→0
CN =

1

sin(θ)2
(1 +

1√
2

)2 . (D26)

We observe that as δ → 0, CN → (1 + 2
√

2/3)CH, contrary
to what is expected, CN → CH. Using the trade-off relation
derived in Ref. [24], we observe the same relationship numer-
ically. However, as noted in the main text, this is not a true
conflict, as the optimisation involved in the two bounds does
not commute with taking the limit δ → 0.

Using the parameterisation in the main text, the derivative
of S with respect to δ, Sδ , vanishes as δ → 0. This gives rise
to singular behaviour, however this is not a true singularity as
it can be corrected by a reparameterisation of the model. With
the parameterisation given in Eq. (28) and setting φ to 0, Sδ is
given by

Sδ = −2e−δ
2

δcos(θ/2)sin(θ/2)

(
0 1
1 0

)
, (D27)

which vanishes as δ → 0. However, if we use the parameteri-
sation δ →

√
δ̃, Sδ̃ is given by

Sδ̃ = e−δ̃cos(θ/2)sin(θ/2)

(
0 1
1 0

)
, (D28)

which does not vanish as δ → 0. Using this parameterisation,
we can compute the HCRB and NCRB for estimating δ̃ and φ
as δ̃ → 0. Using the same techniques as in Appendix D 1 we
find that at δ̃ = 0, CH = CN = 1/(sin(θ)2).
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